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Landing Gear part 2

Its been a while since our latest
news letter but we have been
busy,we have completed the main
gear and rims and fitted all the
painted components for the main
gear, we then did the alignment
from left to right in its extended and
retracted positions.
We connected the hydraulic rams
and did a manual travel test for
retraction,we then did the final paint
and assembly on the hydraulic
rams and set the internal travels to
where we need them.
Next we lowered the plane onto its
wheels to check if our ground
clearance was correct .
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Pre-Assembly time

We had to now weigh all the
components and calculate our
mass and balance, to do that we
had to fit all the base components
in the plane and calculate our
CG,this will need to be done again
later on to get our exact figures but
we needed to get our basic figures
down to move on.

Calculations worked out as
designed, the batteries and
hydraulic systems will be fitted in
front of the firewall to compensate
for our turbine being much lighter
than the original Spitfire V12’s

This was also a really exiting day at
our hanger as we could see this
beast on its wheels in the sunlight
for the first time!



Ailerons and Flaps

The original spitfire has a unique
aileron and flap system and we
wanted the feel of flying the aircraft
to be the same as the original,so
we did not want to change the way
these systems worked to much but
we did want a more simplified
maintenance friendly system
utilising modern materials.

So we milled out ailerons to the
exact specs and dimensions as the
original “this would be our base to
make moulds from”
used the same hinge points,angles
and then designed a modern push-
rod system that connects to the
stick.

We are now finishing off the
ailerons to make the moulds,ribs
and spar that fits inside the aileron.

For the flap system we made a
secondary spar behind the trailing
edge spar we did this so we could
use stronger shorted hinges to
attach the flap to.

We kept with the original split flap
design and travels and then used a
4130 tube that connects inside the
plane to a flap motor mounted to
the trailing spar “Hard Point”



Lower Wing Skin

The time finally came where we
started trimming and fitting the
bottom skin.
We first needed to jig our moulds
exactly level and be sure we had
the wing washout perfect,this was
no easy feat as our wing moulds
are massive and heavy.
With everything in its place we
could trim our aileron skins off so
we could use then in our plugs.

Currently we are painting the fuel
sealer into the wing tanks.
We are finishing up our aileron
plugs,working on the flap system
and designing our bellcrank
systems.

A special thanks to Roger Blain for
sharing some original spitfire
components and documentation.

For more information and contact
details please visit our updated
website
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